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Some Filtering Results in Riemann Manifolds* 
T. E. DUNCAN 
Department of Mathematics, University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas 66045 
Some stochastic filtering problems are formulated and solved where the 
observations are described by stochastic differential equations in the tangent 
bundle of a compact R iemann manifold. The  stochastic differential equations 
in the tangent bundle are formulated and solved by using the not ion of parallel- 
i sm of vectors along a curve. A stochastic differential equation is obtained for 
the evolution of the estimate of a suitable process given the observations. An 
example is solved that exploits the linear filtering results. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Some filtering problems are considered in this paper where the observations 
evolve in a smooth Riemann manifold. A basic geometrical idea that is used to 
obtain a stochastic differential equation for the conditional expectation of a real- 
valued process given the observations is to relate the tangent vectors in different 
tangent spaces of the tangent bundle by parallelism. In general the tangent 
bundle is not globally trivializable so that it is necessary to use a curve that con- 
nects two points in the manifold to identify invariantly the vectors in the tangent 
space at one of the points with the vectors in the tangent space at the other point. 
Since the manifolds are Riemannian, this identification of tangent spaces is not 
only an isomorphism but also an isometry. While parallelism in differential 
geometry is defined for piecewise smooth curves, the inherent formal differential 
properties of Brownian motion and of solutions of stochastic differential equations 
permit he extension (almost surely) of parallelism along such processes. 
The parallelism along such processes also enables a precise interpretation 
of stochastic differential equations in the tangent bundle. For example, the 
smooth nonsingular modeling of the formal vectors of Brownian motion in each 
tangent space of the tangent bundle may be impossible because of topological 
obstructions to the existence of nonsingular global frames. Nevertheless, the 
formal vectors of Brownian motion can be obtained in the tangent bundle 
along the solution of a stochastic differential equation by parallel transporting 
the formal vectors of a Brownian motion in the tangent space of the intitial 
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point of the stochastic differential equation along the paths that are obtained by 
solving the stochastic differential equation. 
The parallelism along the solution of a stochastic differential equation is also 
useful for defining some stochastic integrals and for reducing some other com- 
putations used in solving some filtering problems to problems in a linear space. 
Furthermore, the parallelism is useful in obtaining a so-called "innovations 
equation" and a special filtering problem is solved using parallelism and the 
linear filtering results. 
Formulating a model for the observations in a smooth manifold instead of 
a linear space would seem to be useful when the nonlinearities of the measuring 
device are significant in the range of the observations. 
A basic feature for the observation stochastic differential equation is its 
interpretation as a differential equation and the fact that this equation has 
precise and useful interpretations a a differential entity. 
Many physical problems are naturally formulated where the observations are 
in a smooth manifold. For example, observations may be taken from a gyro 
or the observations may be constrained so that they evolve on a sphere. With 
random perturbations in these examples a linearization of the problem cannot 
be justified in many cases. Besides the many physical examples where the 
observations evolve in a smooth manifold and not a linear space, the fornmlation 
given here shows more clearly the differential and the linear space techniques 
that are used for filtering in linear spaces. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let (£2, Y ,  P) be a complete probability space and let (~)~E0.1] be a right 
continuous, increasing family of sub-~r-algebras of ~- such that o~ 0contains all 
the P-null sets. Right continuous versions are assumed for all the martingales 
in this paper. 
The manifolds, generically identified as M, considered in this paper are 
smooth, connected, compact Riemann manifolds of dimension m unless there 
is a statement to the contrary. If  M is a manifold then TM denotes the tangent 
bundle of M and T~M is the fiber of TM over x ~ M. A predictable TM-valued 
process is defined according to the usual notion of predictability (Meyer 1968) 
using a countable cover of M which locally trivializes TM. The inner product 
induced from the Riemann metric in the fibers of TM is denoted (., .). 
The following result is useful in the subsequent discussion. Its proof can be 
found elsewhere (Duncan 1977). 
THEOREM 1. Let (B~)~do,l] be an m-dimensional TaM-valued Brownian motion. 
There is an O(M)-valued process, (F~)tE[o,11 . such that the process, (Tr(F~))~do,l], 
is an M-valued Brownian motion which is the development of (B~) in M where 
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O(M t is the bundle of orthonormal frames over M and ,r: O(M) ~ M is the pro- 
jection. The process, (F,)td0,a], is the (horizontal) lift of (*r(Ft)~d0,1] such that 
F o ~ u and ~r(u) = a. 
Let a be a fixed point in M. Let (B~)te[o,1 ] be a TaM-valued standard Brownian 
motion such that (Bt, ~)M0a] is a martingale and let (fi)M0a] be a TaM-valued 
(~)-predictable process where the processes (Bt) and (f,) are independent and 
1 
fo<L ,L> ds < oo a.s. 
The probability measure P can be transformed by a suitable Radon-Nikodym 
derivative (Girsanov, 1960; Kadota and Shepp, 1970) to a measure/6 so that 
the process that was Brownian motion with respect to P satisfies the stochastic 
differential equation 
dB~ = f~dt + aXe, (1) 
where (X~, ~,  if)trio,x] is a Brownian motion. 
An analog of the stochastic differential equation (1) can be formed in TM. 
Develop the Brownian motion (B~)~[0,11 in M to form the M-valued Brownian 
motion (Ct)~d0,a] nd form the horizontal lift of this M-valued process to the 
bundle of orthonormal frames by Theorem 1. A stochastic equation in TM is 
obtained by transforming the probability measure P by a suitable Radon- 
Nikodym derivative to a measure fi so that the process (C~) with respect o P 
satisfies the stochastic differential equation 
dC, = r,f, dt + dye, 
where dCt ~ Tc,M, % is the parallelism along (C,)0<,< , that identifies vectors 
in TaM with vectors in Tc,M , and (dYe, o~, if) is a Brownian motion. The 
Radon-Nikodym derivative that is needed for this transformation is by identi- 
fication via parallelism the same Radon-Nikodym that was used to obtain (1) 
from Brownian motion, specifically 
exp [f] ( rs f~,dCs) - -½ fo (rsf~,%f~)ds] 
= exp [fot (f~ , dB~) -- ½ fo (f~ , f~) ds], 
where t ~ [0, 1]. This equality is an elementary esult of the fact that parallelism 
is an action in the orthogonal group (Duncan, 1977). 
While the notion of the solution of a stochastic differential equation by a 
transformation of measures as described above is useful for some problems, 
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there are other problems uch as stochastic filtering where the solution of a 
stochastic equation should have one and only one solution. Therefore in the 
subsequent discussion a stochastic differential equation in TM is defined in a 
more intrinsic way. 
4. MAIN RESULTS 
For filtering problems the estimates are obtained by conditioning on the 
observations so that it is reasonable to model the observations in terms of an 
equation that has one and only one soution so that the conditioning a-algebras 
have an unambiguous meaning. 
Not only is a solution to a stochastic equation in TM given but also a precise 
interpretation of the formal vectors (dBt) of a Brownian motion in a stochastic 
differential equation is made. Since in general the formal vectors (dBt) cannot 
be put in a smooth, nonsingular manner in each tangent space, the interpretation 
of an observation stochactic equation needs to be clarified. 
The following result gives a precise interpretation of a stochastic equation in 
TM and verifies the existence and the uniqueness of the solution. 
THEOREM 2. Let (Xt)t~[o.1] be a continuous En-valued (~)-predictable process 
and let f: [0, 1] × R ~ × M--+ TM be continuous such that f( ' ,  ", x) ~ T~M and 
f is differentiable in its third variable and this derivative is uniformly bounded. 
Let 
dFt = f ( t ,  X~ , Yt) dt + dB, , (2) 
where Y0 ~ a ~ M and the process (Xt) is independent of the future increments 
of the Brownian motion (dBt). Then there is one and only one solution of (2) 
and there is a (horizontal) lift almost surely of (Yt)t~[o,1] to the bundle of ortho- 
normal frames with a fixed frame over Y0. 
Proof. The proof of the existence and the uniqueness of the solution is only 
sketched because the techniques that are used are quite similar to the construc- 
tion of a Brownian motion in a compact Riemann manifold using the development 
(Duncan, 1977). The construction of the solution makes precise the interpre- 
tation of the stochastic equation (2) and simultaneously gives the (horizontal) 
lift of the solution to the bundle of orthonormal frames or, equivalently, the 
parallelism along the solution. 
Since the construction of a solution is local, fix an orthonormal frame in TaM 
and in a convex, bounded neighborhood U of a ~ M, trivialize the bundle of 
orthonormal frames O(M) locally by parallel transporting the frame at TaM 
along the unique minimal geodesic to each point in U. For x ~ U let/~(x) ~ GL(m) 
be the coordinate transformation i T~M from the geodesic frames described 
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above to the frames in the bundle of linear frames L(M)  that are given by the 
geodesic local coordinate system that uses the fixed orthonormal frame at a 
and the exponential map at a. 
Let (t~ n)) be the nth dyadic partition of [0, 1]. For each n ~ N define the 
M-valued piecewise geodesic process (C~ ~)) as 
C} n) = exp#~)[(t - -  t i ) f ( t  i Xt~ C (n)~ i))gti  ( t,+~ Bt~)], ti " ' , ti ] ~- ((t - -  ti)/(ti+ 1 - -  t "" (") 'B - -  
where t ~ (ti, ti+a), t i = t~ n), i = 0, 1,..., 2", expx is the exponential map at 
x e M, and g~n) is the O(m)-valued process that is the parallel transport of vectors 
in TaM to Tc~,)M along (C(u'l)0<,<t .
Let oJ be the Rxemann connecnon form in the principal bundle O(M)•  Thus 
co is an ~ (m)-valued 1-form where M is m-dimensional nd 5 (m)is the Lie 
algebra for the orthogonal group O(m). 
If (ut) is an arbitrar)~ lift of a piecewise smooth M-valued curve starting at a 
to the bundle O(M)  with u 0 fixed and ~r(u0) = a where ~v: O(M)  -+ M is the 
projection, then the horizontal lift is obtained by solving the equation 
g; lgt  = --e°(ftt)' (3) 
go = L 
where it is assumed that the group acts on the left of the vectors (Kobayashi 
and Nomizu, 1963, p. 69)• Equation (3) merely ensures that (gtut) is a hori- 
zontal curve. 
Let the connection form in the bundle trivialization described above be given 
in the geodesic local coordinate system as 
o~ = y, ~ axJeL 
• • "~"  i ~ i  where (E?)  ,s a basis for v~ ,(m.) Let ~,~(y)~ = ~ ~(expoy)j for x ~ U, x = expoy 
and let z~ n) ~--- exp~-l(C~ n)) where the sequence (C~ n)) has been stopped at the 
boundary of U but the appropriate stopping times have been suppressed for 
notational simplicity. 
Applying Taylor's formula at the partition points (t~))i=0,1 ..... 2~-1 to 
(z~n),g~ )) where (g~n)) is the horizontal ift of (z~ n)) in the geodesic frames, 
it follows that for t ~ [ts, t~+l) 
z} n) = zt,(") + Az(t ,  t~) - -  ½F(exp~ ~'~:))[Az(t, t~)] (2) 
- -  1[F(exp~ z~')+o(,.+~_,~))-/'(exp~ zt(f)][Az(t, t~)] '~,, 
g~n) = g}~) _ g}~) Z ~k(zl?))[Az( t, t~)y E, k 
r (n) i .  (n)\ z (n) ~,..~(~t. )[A~(t, t3y  [,~z(t, t3] m e~e,  ~ + ~g~, Z 
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I . (n) i (n) ~-St~ ~ Az(t, t~))[Az(t, - -  (D%,~(z t , )  t.~)] J E~ '~ 
+ ~6~, Z m, t~ j f l~(expa ts)] ~ t~)] ~ Eik 
h J/2; (n) z (n) (n) (n) AZ t " 
@" Z 1~ JC_<n) ~,(n) (n) (n) ,'i tzt, , t,+o(t,+~-t~) , gt, , gt,+o(t,+,-t))(((t - - ts)/(ts+, - -  ts)) 
× (B,,+~ - B,,)) (2) V /  
[ Jg~(n) (n) , (n) (n) - 
@ 2 i t t, , Zt,+O(t,+~-tA , gt~ , gt,+o(t,+l-t)) 
X ((t - -  ts)/(ts+ 1 -- ts))(((t - -  ts)/(ts+ 1--  t,))(Bt,+l --  Bt~))F/ ,  
where (k j ,  k j ,  li ~) are a family of continuous functions such that 
h?(o, o , . ,  .) = h?(-, . ,  O, O) = k?(O, O,., -) 
-- k?(.,. ,  o, o) = z?(o, o , . ,  .) 
= U(',  ", 0, 0) = 0. 
W,j ,  (Ei j) is a basis for the Lie algebra I~(m), (Fj)  is a basis for the Lie algebra 
gl(m), and 
Az(t, ti) (t ti) h" (~)" z 6')~ = - -  ( z t i ) f ( t i ,  Xh ,  exp~ "ti J 
z(n) (n),B @ ( ( t - -  ti)/(ti+ 1 -  ti) ) h( t, ) gti ( t i+ i - -B t i ) ,  
where f  is in the geodesic frames. 
Using the properties of Brownian motion it can be shown by the same 
techniques that were used in (Duncan, 1977) for the proof of Theorem I that 
the sequence of processes ~(C (n)t , gt-(~hJ converge locally uniformly almost surely 
to the solutions of the stochastic differential equations 
dzt = h(zt) f ( t ,  X t  , zt) dt + h(zt) g, dBt 
--  ½ tr(hT(zt) P(zt)  h(z,)) dt (4) 
i dg, = --g, ~ %.~(~,)[h(~,) g~ dB, + h(z~)f(t, X~, ~) dt]~ ~? 
+ ½g~ ~ (hT(zt) c%i(zt), hT(zt) arn~(Zt)) E~E i  ~ dt 
- -  ½gt ~ tr(hr(zt) O%i(z,)  h(zt)) E, ~ dt 
+ ½g, ~, ~k(zt) tr(hr(zt) Fi(zt) h(zt)) Ei ~ dt, (5) 
where t ~ [0, 1], X o ~ O, go == I, tr(hT]Ph) is the vector of the traces of the 
643 [35/'3-z 
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matrices where/~, the operator formed from the connection coefficients i (r~), 
is considered as a matrix in the two lower indices, the superscript T denotes 
transpose, ~i  is the vector formed from a~k by suppressing the third index, 
and f ( t ,  Xt ,  zt) ~- f(t, Xt, expa zt). 
Since the stochastic differential equations (4) and (5) have coefficients hat are 
locally smooth it follows that there is one an only one solution to these stochastic 
equations. Thus by induction there is one and only one solution to (2). | 
The conditional expectation of the drift f(t, Xt ,  Yt) in Eq. (2) on the sub-a- 
algebra Nt, the completion of a(Yu, 0 ~ u ~< t), can be defined by parallel 
transporting the vectors f(t,  Xt ,  Yt) from TyM to TaM by parallelism along 
(Y~,0 ~< u ~< t). Since the parallelism is Nt measurable, the conditional 
expectation can be computed in TaM and then these vectors can be parallel 
transported to TrM.  The conditional expectation of the drift f appears in the 
following result which is the so-called "innovations description" of the obser- 
vations (Yt)td0.1] • 
THEOREM 3. Let 
dYt ~- f(t, X t ,  Yt) dt + dBt, 
(6) 
Y0 ~ a~ 
satisfy the hypotheses given in Theorem 2 and let fgt be the completion of 
a(Y~, 0 <~ u <~ t). Then (Yt)tdoa] satisfies the stochastic equation 
dYt = ft dt + dC,, (7) 
where ft = Y[f(t ,  X , ,  ~t) I Nt], and (dCt, fft)t~[0.fl is a Brownian motion. 
Proof. Probably the simplest way to verify (7) is to parallel transport (6) 
to ToM. In ToM the following equation is obtained 
.c, dY  t = -rtf(t , Xt ,  Yt) dt + 7 t dBt, 
where rt is the parallelism from Tr,M to TaM or 
where 
dz~ = g(t, X~ , Y,) at + aBe, 
dzt = "ct dYt,  g(t, Xt ,  Yt) = -c~f(t, Xt,  Yt) 
(8) 
and dB, =-r t dB t is a Brownian motion. The stochastic equation (8) can be 
integrated in TaM to obtain a process (zt)t~[o.1] which is the development of
(Yt)t~[oa] in ToM. This fact is clear because (d/~,) is the TaM-valued Brownian 
motion that was used to solve the stochastic equation of the observations in 
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the proof of Theorem 2 and the family of vectors ('ctf(t , X~, Yt))tdo,t] are 
continuous almost surely and uniformly bounded. 
To show that the inverse of the development applied to the process (zt)te[0,11 
gives the M-valued process (Yt)tdoal almost surely so that there is an almost 
sure bijection between these two processes, a sequence of piecewise smooth 
processes (z~))td0a] are formed from (zt)t~[o,fl by linear interpolation at the 
dyadic points of [0, 1]. A sequence (Y~n))t~[0a ] of M-valued processes are formed 
which are developed onto the sequence (z~))tdo,1 ] (Kobayashi and Nomizu, 
1963, p. 172). The sequence (y~l)  is not the sequence that was used to construct 
(Y,) in the proof of Theorem 2 but it will be seen that (Y~(~))~d0a] has the limit 
(Y ) J0,11 • 
Let (I?~ ~)) be (Y~)) expressed in the local trivialization of the manifold 
used in the proof of Theorem 2 where (Y~)) is stopped at the boundary of this 
trivialization and let (~) )  be the horizontal lift of (Y~)) in the local triviali- 
zation of O(M) used in the proof of Theorem 2. Using the same techniques as 
in the proof of Theorem 2 it follows that the sequence of processes (Y}~, ff~)) 
converges locally uniformly almost surely to (I~,, gt) which are the solutions of 
the following stochastic differential equations: 
dYt = 
dgt 
h(Yt) gtg;af(t, Xt , Yt) dt -]- h(L)  gt dBt 
-- ½ tr(hT(l~t)/~(1?t) k(I?~)) dr, (9) 
-i- h(•) gtg;if(t, X , ,  Yt) dr] j E~ k 
-+- ½fit Z (hr(yt) ~,~(I7,), hT(]7~) %~(I7*)) Ez~EJ ~ at 
-- ½gt ~ tr(kr(lTt) Do~(Yt) h(Yt)) Ei ~ dt 
-2 -  1 ~ ajk(Y~ ) tr(hO?t)/~(I?t) h(Y~)) E~ k dt. (10) 
Since Eqs. (9) and (10) have one and only one solution it follows that 
= = vt  [0, 11 a.s .  
To verify that (dCt, f~t)tdO,l] is a Brownian motion the stochastic equation (8) 
can be used to pose an equivalent problem in TaM and some known results can 
be used (Fujisaki, Kallianpur, and Kunita, 1972) or the verification can be made 
directly by computing linear functionals along (Yt)td0,1] and verifying for each 
linear functional I the process (ft (l, dY~ -- f~ ds), fYt) is a real-valued Brownian 
motion. | 
The following result gives a representation f certain martingales in terms of 
the Brownian motion in the innovations equation (7) and is quite useful for 
obtaining a stochastic equation for some filtering problems. 
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PROPOSITION 1. Let 
dYt = f(t, Xt ,  Yt) dt + dBt, 
Yo ~-~ a~ 
satisfy the hypotheses in Theorem 2, and let ~t be the completion of a(Y~, 
0 ~ u ~ t). I f  (Mr, f#t)t~[0.a] is a square integrable real-valued martingale 
then (a version of) the process (Mr) satisfies 
P 
M~ = Jo (~°s' dCs), 
where (dCt  , ~t)t~[0,1] i2 a Brownian motion given by 
dYt =/ ta t  + dCt 
and 
f, ~ E[f(t, Xt , Yt) [ ~qt] 
and (gt, Yt)tdo,l] is a TM-valued (fYt)-predictable process uch that 
q~t(w) ~ T~t(~)M for all t ~ [0, 1] a.s. 
Pro@ As described in the proof of Theorem 3 the extension of the develop- 
ment applied to (Yt)t~[0,1] gives a TaM-valued process (~t)t~[O,1] such that 
dzt = E[g(t, X , ,  Yt) [ ~t] dt -]- act,  (11) 
where (dCt, fYt) is a Brownian motion and f#t is the completion of 
a(Zu, 0 ~ u ~ t) because the extension of the development and its inverse 
give an almost sure bijection between (Yt)t~[o.1] and (zt)M0,a ] . By applying 
the transformation of measures techniques to (1I) the process (zt) becomes a 
Brownian motion with respect o a new probability measure (cf., e.g., Fujisaki, 
Kallianpur, and Kunita, 1972). Since (f#t)t~=E0a] is the natural family of sub-a- 
algebras for (zt)t~[o.fl, the well-known result of It6 (1951a) can be used to 
represent a square integrable functional of Brownian motion as a stochastic 
integral where in this case the functional of Brownian motion is M 1 . Taking 
the integrand ~b of this stochastic integral and parallel transporting it along 
(Y,) so that 
~(s, oJ) = -r~(s, w) ~ Tr~(~)M where ~-~ 
identifies vectors in TaM with vectors in TrM by parallelism along (Y~)0<~<~, 
the desired result is obtained. | 
Sufficient machinery is now available to obtain a stochastic differential 
equation solution to a filtering problem where the observations are in a compact 
Riemann manifold. 
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THEOREM 4. Let 
d& = a(t, &) dt + b(t, X,) d&, (12) 
dye : f(t, Xt , Yt) dt +dB t , (13) 
be two stochastic differential equations in ~ and TM, respectively, where X o -~ O, 
Yo -~ a, and the functions a and b are jointly continuous and satisfy a global 
Lipschitz condition in their second variable, f satisfies the hypotheses in Theorem 2, 
and (/~t),doa] and (Bt)tdo,1] are independent standard Brownian motions. Let 
g: R ~ ---> ~ be a bounded twice continuously differentiable function with bounded 
derivatives. Then (a version of) ( E[ g( Xt) l fqt])t~Eoal satisfies the equation 
de[g(Xt) l ~t] = E[~gt [ fgt] at + (E[gtft l fqt] -- E[gt 1 N,]f,, dCt) (14) 
where gt = g(Xt), E[g(Xo) I No] = g(Xo), ~ is the infinitesimal generator 
of the Markov process (Xt), Nt is the completion of e(Y~, 0 <~ u ~ t), and 
dYt = f,  d t+ dCt. 
Pro@ Let (Bt) be a T~M-valued Brownian motion that is independent of
(/~,). Recall that the stochastic equation of observations (13) is solved by parallel 
transporting a TaM-valued Brownian motion along the solution. If (/~t) is the 
TaM-valued Brownian motion that is used to obtain the Brownian motion for 
the observation equation, then the formal vectors (dBt) in TM and (/?t) are 
independent. This is simple to verify by forming stochastic integrals for (3t) 
and for the formal vectors (dBt) and assuming that the integrands are simple 
functions, i.e., step functions or functions uitably parallel along the curves of 
the observations. 
Using the previous results it is straight-forward to obtain the desired equation 
(14) by following the techniques used by Fujisaki; Kallianpur, and Kunita 
(1972, Theorem 4.1). 
Define the process (Lt)tE[o,1 ] and (M,)tdoa] as 
L,  = g(X,)  - g(Xo) - fo' <g', a> -- tr(brg"b) 
:g t - -go - -  fo ~g'  
Ms = E[g(Xt) I Nt] --g(Xo) -- fo E[(g~', a~) I ~,] ds 
fo t T "' - Nt r (b~ g~b~) I ¢gJ ds, 
t 
= E[gt I fgt] - -go -  Jo E[~"CZgs I f~,] ds, 
where g' and g" are the first and the second derivatives of g, respectively, tr is 
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the trace of a matrix, and cp is the infinitesimal generator of the Markov 
process X. By an application of the change of variables formula of It6 (1951b) 
the pairs (Lt, ~)t~[o.fl and (M,, f~t)t~[0.1] are square integrable martingales. 
To verify Eq. (14) it suffices to show that EM, Kt ~ ENtKt where 
Nt = (E[g.fs I ~.] - gig. I ~.] f . ,  dC~), 
t 
Kt = Jo (9~' dC.), 
and q~(s, w) ~ Tr.(o.)M is uniformly bounded using the Riemann metric and is 
(~t)-predictable. 
It follows by the rules for changing products of stochastic and ordinary 
(Lebesgue) integrals into iterated integrals (It6 1951b) that 
fo ~ E[(Mt -- Lt) Kt] = e (Kt -- Ks) ~Lfgs ds. 
Recalling that dC~ = dBt q- (ft -- ft) dr, the equation above with an integration 
by parts becomes 
: ~ f: (fo'')~"" J'-"~ "~ 
Likewise by the rules for changing products of integrals into iterated integrals 
it follows that ELtKt satisfies the equation 
ELtK t : E [L t ~ (~, dB)] + E [f~ gs (~, f~-  f~) ds 
:., [f~ g.<~,..,.._ i.> ,s_ ~(~[ .,g)<~s..~.-i.> .,]. 
Thus 
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This completes the proof. 
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4. A FILTERING EXAMPLE 
An important property of the linear filtering results of Kalman and Bucy 
(1961) is that the stochastic equation for the conditional mean requires only the 
solution of a linear stochastic equation that depends on the observations and the 
solution of a nonlinear deterministic equation which makes implementation f 
the estimation equation feasible. For an arbitrary nonlinear filtering problem 
it is necessary to solve a countable family of coupled stochastic equations. A
filtering problem is solved here where the observation process evolves in a 
compact Riemann Lie group and the state is a linear stochastic equation in Nn. 
To obtain a stochastic equation for the conditional mean it is only necessary to 
modify the aformentioned linear filtering results in an elementary manner. 
While the result is naturally aspecial case, it is also valid for a compact Riemann 
manifold whose tangent bundle can be globally trivialized, that is, where there 
exist smooth, linearly independent m-frames where m is the dimension of the 
manifold. This property is determined by the Chern or Pontrjagin classes 
(cf. e.g. Wells (1973)). 
PROPOSITION 2. Let 
dX~ = FX~ dt + G dB, (15) 
be a linear stochastic equation in ~ where (/~t)Mo,a] is a standard Brownian motion 
and X o ~ O. Let 
dYe = r(Y~) HX~ dt + dB~ , 
(16) 
Yo~e~ 
be a stochastic equation in TM where M is a connected compact Riemann Lie 
group of dimension m and e is the identity. Assume that (dBt) are the formal vectors 
of a Brownian motion which is independent of (/~)~EO,l] • Let r(x) be the parallelism 
obtained from left multiplication, that is, the vector field r( Y~) HX~ is left invariant 
such that r(e) HX~ = HX~.  There is one and only one solution of (16) and if 
f~ is the completion of a(Yu , 0 ~ u ~ t), then (X~ = E[Xt L fqt])~[o.ll satisfies 
the equation 
d)( t = Ff~ t dt + P(t) Hr(rT(yt) dYt -- HXt  dt), (t7) 
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where 
and 
P~oof. 
Xo =- O, Po ~ O, P(t) = E[(X t --  f [ t ) (X t - -  flit)T], 
dP/dt = FP  + PF r --  pHTHp + GG r, 
By an elementary stopping time argument i follows from the proof 
of Theorem 2 that the observation equation (16) has one and only one solution. 
To obtain Eq. (17) it is probably simplest o reduce the filtering problem to 
the usual linear filtering problem. Let ~'t be the parallelism along (Y,)0<u<t 
that maps vectors in Ty ,M to vectors in TaM. The following stochastic equation 
is obtained in TeM 
"rt dYt  = "rtr(Yt) HXt  dt + ~'t dBt .  
Since ~'t and -r(Yt) are continuous and the parallelism in the orthonormal frames 
is an action of the orthogonal group, there is equivalently the following equation 
or 
Let 
Tr(Yt) 7tr'rt dYt = HXt  dt + ~-r(Yt) ,tr~'t dBt , 
-~r(Y d aY~ = HXt at + "~(Yt) dBt . 
dBt = TT(yt) dBt . 
Then (Bt,  ~)t~[0a] is a standard TaM-valued Brownian motion and the obser- 
vation equation in TaM is 
dzt = HXt  dt + dB~. (18) 
Given Eq. (18) for (zt), the observation equation (16) for (Yt) can be defined. 
Thus these two processes are equivalent. Applying the linear filtering results 
(Kalman and Bucy, 1961) to the observation equation (18) and Eq. (15) for (Xt), 
and writing the equation for the conditional mean in terms of the observation 
(Yt) recalling that fgt is also the completion of a(zu, 0 <~ u <~ t), Eq. (17) 
follows. 
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